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Danang, January 19, 2020

Aloha friends! Find out more about us by
scanning this QR code on your phone :-)

S19 magazine consists of exactly 19 pages to let the world know who we are and the
progress of our journey.

Inspiring Vision

The future is yesterday!

All of us are the CEO of our life so we can decide what we want to achieve in our career.
That was what I asked myself when I was working for a tech giant in the Netherlands 10
years ago. Many people fall into the misconception that if a lot of people are doing
something similar, it must be the safest path but I chose a different path. I believe running a
business is "safer" than working at a job is that I’ve learned far more from entrepreneurship
than I have from any job or class.


But it is the same with many people, I started with a dream. I had a dream to build, lead
and grow a beautiful company where we bring values to the society and we do our upmost
effort to facilitate the success of our colleagues.


- "Average Doesn’t Mean Secure" - the future is still ahead and instead of waiting: we have
decided the future since yesterday. We will continue consulting, designing and developing
software products based on the requirements provided by our clients and the second step is
to develop our own software products serving our home country of Vietnam. I trust we can
be very proud that Vietnamese engineers develop software for Vietnamese people.


I hope you will enjoy reading our first magazine and continue supporting our adventure.
Huy Nguyen
Managing Partner at DataHouse Asia
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Our Culture

Culture

Who we are?


A strategy provides clarity and focus for collective action and decision making. Culture
expresses goals through values and beliefs and guides activity through shared assumptions
and group norms in which culture shapes attitudes and behaviors in wide-ranging and
durable ways. Cultural norms define what is encouraged, discouraged, accepted, or
rejected within a group. When properly aligned with personal values, drives, and needs,
culture can unleash tremendous amounts of energy toward a shared purpose and foster an
organization's capacity to thrive.


Why the culture is important? as we are living most of our days at work, so we need to
“design” and build up an organization that we love to work at. In other words, we define
our 'family name' that we can name it together with our 'passport' name as our 'standards':


• We sincerely care for the People and value relationships: We support each other, our
clients, and our community.

• We trust and value our co-workers and know that we all have each other’s backs.

• We take the initiative (proactive) and have a mindset of “see the need and take the
lead”.

• We have a constant learning mindset in a learning mindset so that we keep growing and
our clients get the best value from our services.

• We give constructive feedback as this helps each other to improve.


Every culture style has strengths and weaknesses. The table below summarizes the
advantages and disadvantages of each style and how frequently it appears as a defining
culture characteristic among the companies:

CULTURE STYLES

Advantages

Caring

Improved teamwork,
engagement,
communication, trust
and sense of
belonging

Overemphasis on consensus
buliding may reduce
exploration of positions, stifle
competitiveness and slow
decision making

Improved
appreciation for
diversity,
sustainability, and
social responsibility

Overemphasis on a long-term
purpose and ideals may get in
the way of practical and
immediate concerns

9%

Improved
innovation, agility,
and organizational
learning

Overemphasis on exploration
may lead to a lack of focus
and an inability to exploit
existing advantages

7%

Improved employee
morale,
engagement, and
creativity

Overemphasis on autonomy
and engagement may lead to
a lack of discipline and create
possible compliance or
governance issues

2%

Results

Improved execution,
external focus,
capability building,
and goal
achievement

Overemphasis on achieving
results may lead to
communication and
collaboration breakdowns and
higher levels of stress and anxiety

89%

Authority

Improved speed of
decision making and
responsiveness to
threats or crises

Overemphasis on consensus
buliding may reduce
exploration of positions, stifle
competitiveness and slow
decision making

4%

Improved risk
management,
stability, and
business continuity

Overemphasis on standardization
and formalization may lead to
bureaucracy, inflexibility, and
dehumanization of the work
environment

8%

Improved
operational
efficiency, reduced
conflict, and greater
civic-mindedness

Overemphasis on rules and
traditions may reduce
individualism, stifle creativity,
and limit organizational agility

15%

Warm, sincere,
relational

Purpose
Purpose driven,
idealistic, tolerant

Learning
Open, inventive,
exploring

Enjoyment
Playfull, instinctive,
fun loving

Achievement
driven, goal
focused

Bold, decisive,
dominant

Safety
Realistic, careful,
prepared

Order

Rule abiding,
respecful,
cooperative

Source: Harvard Business Review - The Culture Factor

disAdvantages

Ranked
1st or 2nd

Culture style

63%
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Our Key to Success

Principles of success
Keep Learning
At DataHouse, learning is a continuous

we chart new paths to create the right

journey. Through our consulting

solution. Creativity requires courage and

engagements, our staff becomes fluent in

risk-taking. We support and inspire

different industries, subject matter, and roles

creativity by incubating new ideas and

including software development, client

encouraging out-of-the-box thinking. In our

relations, team leadership, business

creative mindset, failure is part of the

analysis, and project management.

learning process, empowering us to move

Throughout this journey, we learn and gain

forward.

the experience and confidence to excel
further in our careers. 


Teamwork

 


Teamwork is paramount to DataHouse’s

Along the way, employees may discover

success. The teamwork culture starts with

new areas of professional development and

the premise that everyone is valuable and

growth. We support individuals who take

assumes that everyone has a strong

the initiative to pursue new skills.

professional desire to create quality

Self-directed professional development is

solutions for our clients by leading with

key in an industry that changes so rapidly.

their strengths. It allows us to be bigger

Once an employee identifies an area of

than we really are. When a client is working

interest, DataHouse supports that employee

with a single DataHouse employee, they

through training programs, mentorships,

soon come to realize that one person can

and other enablement programs that align

represent all the cumulative knowledge of

with the company’s business strategies.

the entire DataHouse ohana — many

Hard Working
There is no substitute for hard work. While
creativity is the force that sets a project in
motion, hard work and grit ensure its
completion. We are fearless in taking on the
difficult job and tenacious in getting it done.
Everyone pitches in and teamwork gets us
over the goal line. DataHouse professionals
rise to the challenge. “DataHouse Would
Go.”

Creativity

minds for one.

Playing Hard
Joy and happiness are core to a person’s
well-being and “playing hard” is our way of
expressing that, which goes far beyond
company events and social activities. At
DataHouse, it’s a way of working. It’s how
we treat each other, and how we create an
enjoyable and fulfilling place of work.
Laughing and having fun is healthy for the
soul and business. Humility is an essential
element of this principle and one of

Our creativity transforms our imagination

DataHouse’s core values. You need to be

and ideas into reality. At DataHouse, the spirit

humble to laugh at yourself and to make it

of creativity drives our business. When

fun and enjoyable for others.

existing solutions do not fit our clients’needs,

Our heart and Our Mind

Core Values
We’re driven by our values ʻike’s reputation for positive impact flows
from our employees’ commitment to the company’s core values: a
spirit of excellence, courage, dream releasing, humility, and the
greater good.

These five values are what drive us to be a better, smarter, and
more thoughtful family of innovators.

Spirit of Excellence
We believe in always giving 100%, whether it can be seen or
unseen, and that we are committed to achieving excellence together
– through our successes as well as our shortcomings.

Courage
We believe in always doing the right thing, and that true innovation
comes from taking risks, being honest with ourselves, and
challenging each other.

Dream Releasing
We believe success is achieved by making others succeed, by
enabling everyone on our team to reach their potential and realize
their dreams.

Humility
We believe success is always a team effort, and at the heart of our
“ONE TEAM” philosophy is the ability to recognize our strengths but
also recognizing the strengths in others.

Greater Good
We believe that all blessings come when we give to others and that
our main purpose is to positively impact our greater community.
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PROJECTS

The Social Good Platform
Project Objective
To create a platform where the user can anonymously report the incidents at work. The
reports then will be received and proceeded by the responsible people of the organization.
The goal is creating a better working environment within the organization where human
rights speak.

About the Client
A US-based start-up that is strongly passionate about improving the current working
conditions for employees around the world, so that they can focus 100% on producing their
best working results.

project Highlights
One of the very first projects in DataHouse, when there are challenges of the decentralized
development team at the beginning and time-zone differences working with the client from
the US. However, the engineers from DataHouse turned the challenges into successful
delivery to the Client in the end with their experience and dedication.

Social Impact
Beyond developing software, we’re
proud of our positive contributions
to society, by combining our
Technology expertise with the
Client’s business vision, we create
a meaningful platform that protects

It all starts with a meaningful idea and we will
realize your dreams by Technology!

• Project Management: Jira,
•

Confluence


Communication Channels: Slack,

Teams

• Front-end: ReactJS,

human rights and assists in

•

Back-end:

improving the quality of life for the

•

Deployment: AWS

people around the world.

•

UX/UI Design Tool:

Bulma CSS


NodeJS, PostgreSQL

(EC2,S3) 

Figma

MS

PROJECTS

School Portal
This portal was built to support the
education department in budgeting and
accountability. We improved the user
interface and user experience of the existing
website using Figma design tool.

Firstly, from the existing database, we created a style library including color schemes,
typography, and brand identity plan to make a consistent and synchronized appearance for
the entire product. They are built based on a flat, modern, fresh and user-friendly style.
Besides creating the general style, we also set up a new interface for the product which
enhances user-friendliness and allows users to interact with the system faster and more
conveniently. This improvement has boosted productivity in the Education department.


In particular, in the budgeting branch, the development team has automated the process of
allocating, requesting, reporting, and approving the education budget. This improvement
effectively supports internal users on their tasks such as Project Manager, Budgeting
Specialist, Assistant Superintendent, etc. Besides, we also made it is easy to find information
about educational assessment and accountability information for teachers, administrators,
parents, policymakers, and the community.

On-time. On Quality. Great UX  

Our lodestar to make every project successful
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PROJECTS

Smart Ed-Tech Mobile App
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
After working with programmers for two decades on three
continents, I am not sure if I ever had any better cooperation than
this. Simply, a super team, an innovative team!

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

SOCIAL IMPACT

This E-learning System with microlearning

Education is the strongest weapon to

model 3T (tutorials, tools, and tests). The

change the world and this application is

platform will be an assortment of most

oneof the most meaningful projects our

crucial steam-courses for solving the global

team has been working on. By building this

skilling crisis with the ambition to take over:

mobile learning platform, we could make

Artificial Intelligence (AI) to provide

impacts on the education of millions of

personalized learning journeys and a social

people in a fun and efficient way.

layer integrated into the whole learning
journey

Bulletproof Interface to prove the credibility
of the platform and Blockchain to store the
immutable certifications. 

Tokens (gamification) to motivate learning
and enable future investment for children,
employees, citizens, etc.

Project Objective
This project offers exactly this solution and
has as its mission to use its world-leading
mobile technology within AI, Blockchain,
and Gamification to deliver the efficient,
secure, and fun learning in the world.

• Kotlin

• Google, Facebook, LinkedIn Login,
Share

• Azure Cognitive Services: Detect
and compare human faces

• Firebase: Authentication, Cloud
Messaging, Dynamic Links, Google
Analytics

• Braintree payments, Google
payments

• Camera X

PROJECTS

Customer
Managment
System

Project Objective
To enhance new features of an existing system that enables the client to manage the liquor
sale licenses and licenses, issue and renew the license as well as update a license and
licensee information and manage gross liquor sales.

About the Client
A government administration company based in the United States dedicated to extending its
scope of services to our licensees, partner law enforcement agencies, and the public
through enhanced technologies, increased efficiency, and broader community outreach.

We will continue to develop as a model agency for other states, cities, and municipalities.

PROJECT Highlights
The big part of this project is license and licensee management: the system will allow the
client to apply for a new license, edit and delete an application as well as renew licenses
license with a dashboard to manage Gross Liquor Sales in a period.

• Project Management: Jira, Confluence

• Communication Channels: Slack, MS Teams

• Technologies: ReactJs, RestFull Web Service

• Front-end: ReactJs

• Back-end: ASP.Net 

• Deployment: Pakages Manually

• UX/UI Design Tool: Figma
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PROJECTS

Modernization Banking Solutions

CORE PLATFORM MODERNIZATION PROGRAM
We involved in the full process of the software development and project
management life cycle. We develop strategic directions, make project
plans & schedule, deliver regular reports to the Bank, and monitor work
progress as well as other management tasks & activities.

WORKING ONSITE AS PROJECT COORDINATORS
As project coordinators, it was a great experience to work closely with
other colleagues from other cities of the US as well as other nations. With
the competencies in logical thinking, process and quality-driven mindset,
our team gained great trust from the management team and was given
ownership position opportunities for some major activities. We are proud
to continuously bring positive values to the development of the program.

PROJECTS

TAP Card Management
PROJECT OBJECTIVE
To create a PoC with these requirements: migrate 16TB of data from the TAP database
(Oracle) to S3, implement data transformation for 5 tables during migration and generate
reports from transformed data then finally visualize it via Tableau and QuickSight.

ABOUT THE CLIENT
Our client is looking to evaluate the viability of using Amazon Web Services as its
next-generation data platform. Currently, this system maintains a large (approximately 300
TB) data ecosystem around its TAP card, and the volume is expected to grow to over 500 TB
soon. Built primarily on Oracle infrastructure, this ecosystem has demonstrated signals when
it reaches the upper limit of its capacity to handle the data volumes and transformations
required for the every-day business.

PROJECT SCOPE
• Data migration via Data Migration
Service, Kinesis Data Streams

• Data transformation via AWS Lambda,
Glue, Kinesis Firehose

• Data after migration will be on S3 or/and
Redshift

• Using Athena or other tools to visualize
the data and generate reports

• The report will be served via QuickSight,

• Project Management: Jira,
Confluence

• ConfluenceCommunication
Channels: Slack, MS Teams

• AWS Services: RDS, Data
Migration Service, Glue, S3, Athena,
QuickSight

Tableau, Excel...
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PROJECTS

Inspection Scheduling

Microsoft

Dynamics  365

Project Objective
To schedule inspections for the healthcare facilities in the Dynamics CRM that they were
using for licensing.

ABOUT THE CLIENT
The Office of Health Care Assurance performs all state licensing activities on healthcare
facilities, agencies, and organizations. This includes conducting all on-site state licensing
surveys (inspections): Medicare certification surveys (inspections), Centers for Medicare, and
Medicaid Services.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
The system was built for nurse consultants who have limited knowledge of technology and
do not use computers regularly. Therefore, our goal is making the system accessible and
easy to use for them. Dynamics CRM is a ready-to-use product with a lot of features that
mostly cater to people who know Office and other Microsoft products. That was a challenge
for us and our team had to customize the system to solve this contradiction. Starting from
scratch, we designed 25 separate web pages that do not rely on any Dynamics functions.
Also, we managed to introduce some new functions which were not out of the box in
Dynamics like the notification system.

• Project Management: Jira, Confluence

• Communication: Slack, Outlook, GoToMeeting

• Development: jQuery, Kendo UI, .Net Framework

• UX/UI Design Tool: Figma

PROJECTS

e-CMS Solution
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To integrate the functions and consolidate
the data from three major systems (DCIS,
Xerox DocuShare, and IBM Lotus Notes
Domino Case Management) into one
system.

ABOUT THE CLIENT
The purpose of the Electronic Case
Management System Project is to develop,
test, install, train, and document an
automated, integrated,web‐accessible
management system that incorporates

• Lotus Notes


three (3) major programs: Workers’

• Case & Migration Framework


Compensation (WC), Temporary Disability

• SQL Server 2012


Insurance (TDI), and Prepaid Health Care

• Salesforce CRM

(PHC).

CHALLENGES
In this project, our team took on several technical and time challenges. First, the inconsistent
data in the source system requires the development of transformation rules and procedures
to implement the necessary changes. The others were the performance impacts from
security software and business hours throttling during introduction migration.

PROJECT VALUES
Our hard work has translated into many benefits for the client: higher levels of quality
assurance and risk mitigation. Also, we helped the client to minimize the disruption of their
business activities and utilize resources effectively including people, budget, and time.
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PROJECTS

Insurance Client Portal

PROJECT OBJECTIVE
To improve customer experience by redesigning their UI/UX and implementing it for the
broker portal. Besides, the broker portal needs to be investigated and fixed the issues in the
current portal Fix all issues of the portal.

ABOUT the CLIENT
A unique and innovative retail property & casualty and employee benefits insurance
brokerage and consulting firm locates in Honolulu. They have a nationwide presence with a
depth of industry expertise across key lines of insurance, including commercial property and
casualty, employee benefits, unique specialty program insurance, and private client services.

PROJECT OUTCOME
The new website had a great user interface with a clean, balanced, and professional look
that fulfills the client's expectations and calls people to take action. Our way of working and
provided documents were also highly appreciated by the Insurance Client Portal.

• Project management: Jira, Confluence

• Communication Channels: MS Teams

• Technologies: Salesforce

• Front-end: Lightning Web Components

• Back-end: Apex, SOQL

• Deployment: Pakages Manually

• Deployment: Change Sets

• UX/UI Design Tool: Figma

PROJECTS

Smart Parking
PROJECT OBJECTIVE
To create a meeting point between AI, edge
computing, and mobility that allows users to
list and book private parking spaces in
driveways, carports with a brand-new
payment and identification saving them
minutes on every travel.

ABOUT THE CLIENT
Smart Parking is a parking space rental
marketplace where drivers can rent parking
spaces direct from their neighbors, local
store owners, commercial lots, and event
organizers.

Features & Application
Smart Identification: With multiple data-points, we track the user’s behaviors and link their
payment to the device.

Barrier Control: Computer Vision and AI make sure that we control who gets in and makes
it easy to interact with high secure gates.

Session Management: Easily track the vehicle, the car, and the payment history in real-time,
while making payments easy. No Paper.

Parking Operator Experience: See reports with real-time data. Know your sales today,
tomorrow, and estimates for next week. Predictive AI.

Communication: Push deals and stay connected. Parkers can communicate in real-time to
move cars, or even get one-time promotions.

Parking Densification: Fill more spots. Occupancy is a lot easier to control with real-time
data, messaging, and staying connected with clients.

SOCIAL IMPACT
From the taxi driver to the daily commuter or the parking company – the application offers a
frictionless user experience that fits all lifestyles. Greater efficiency equates to lower costs
operating costs, we could increase vehicle arrivals in parking lots without increasing traffic.
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Technologies

Our Tech Stacks

Salesforce

AEM

React Native

Salesforce is the best overall

Adobe Experience Manager

React Native is a framework

CRM built as Software as a

is the best CMS

created by Facebook to

Service to meet the needs of

empowering organizations

develop mobile applications

enterprises and large

to create and manage

using JavaScript with native

businesses.

personalized experience.

platform capabilities.

AWS

Flutter

Docker

Amazon Web Services is the

Flutter is an open-source UI

Docker is a set of Platform

best cloud service provider

software development kit

as a Service products that

that offers flexible, reliable,

created by Google to

use OS-level virtualization

scalable, and cost-effective

develop mobile applications

to deliver software in

cloud computing solutions.

from a single codebase.

packages called containers.

Technologies

React

Firebase

.NET

React is an open-source
JavaScript library created by
Facebook for building user
interfaces of single-page
web application.

Firebase is a mobile
application development
platform acquired by
Google offerring Backend
as a Service.

.NET is a cross-platform,
open source developer
platform created by
Microsoft to build different
types of applications.

Node JS

Microsoft Dynamics

PWA

Node.js is an open-source,
cross-platform runtime that
executes JavaScript code
outside of browser, e.g. on
server environment.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 is
Progressive Web Apps are
an ERP and CRM software
user experiences introduced
application of Microsoft by Google that have the reach
forming part of “Microsoft
of the web and are reliable,
Business Solutions”
fast, and engaging.
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Technologies

The Power of Prototyping
- Meet Flutter

Customer Engagement
The journey of engaging the client starts from the very first day when the client hears about
your brand to the exciting moment of becoming a loyal advocate in various stages.
Although every experience client is critical to the success of the journey, the first stage, often
known as Client Engagement stage, plays an important and challenging role because the
client is lacking trust, confidence, and under collaboration, and vision of your organization
whereas you are exploring their problems, needs, and expectations.

Discovery - Concept Phase
At DataHouse, we are helping our clients to overcome that challenge by strongly engaging
with them in the Discovery Phase where our talented Business Analysts proactively explore
their real business problems and creatively propose a software solution resulting in the
Requirement Specification.


The effectiveness of the Discovery Phase is practically proved in the Implement Phase by a
fully implemented solution which is, however, time-consuming and potentially misleading.
Adhering the Fail Fast Philosophy, we often convince the clients to start the Concept Phase
where the Requirement Specification is realized by graphical designing and prototype which
is, on this hand, relatively fast and low cost and, on the other hand, viable enough for the
clients to discover and evaluate the product, hence making decision.


Specifically for mobile applications whose released and updated cycles are typically longer
than other applications and saying web-based, due to publication on third-party channels
like AppStore and PlayStore. We strongly recommend our clients to execute the Concept
Phase so that they fail fast and learn faster, instead of jumping into Implement Phase which
might waste money and effort.

Technologies
Meet Flutter
At DataHouse, we are adopting this best practice for years with React Native, one of our
core competences, and bringing success to numerous clients among whom become our
strong supporters. As of early 2019, our young and brilliant engineer, Nga Le, has
proactively attempted and introduced Flutter, a Google’s UI toolkit for building mobile
applications, for the Concept Phase as React Native alternative which not only brought fresh
air to our technological atmosphere but also opened a door to effective prototyping.


Despite the popularity of React Native, especially its programming language JavaScript,
among our engineers, Nga Le was able to convince us how efficient it is to use Flutter to
build a prototype of a mobile application on both Android and iOS with its fast-paced
development setup and enhanced developer productivities thanks to various features
including but not limited to hot reload, rich command-line interface, built-in UI components.
Moreover, being officially promoted and supported by Google, we found that Flutter has
been working seamlessly and natively with Android when it comes to platform-specific
customization, leaving us to deal with iOS only.


Last but not least, our development team found it a great development experience thanks to
rich built-in UI components developed and maintained by Flutter itself, which helped us with
dependency management and ease of upgrading. For the specific case of React Native,
most of our developers had to deal with the pain of broken features after upgrading and the
chaos of third-party dependencies.

Why Flutter
Popular applications taking flight with Flutter:

Flutter is growing fast to its enhanced stability, performance, and quality thanks to great
support from the community marking Flutter as the top 20 active software repositories on
GitHub. As of the Developer Survey Results 2019 of StackOverflow, Flutter was the third
most loved, dreaded, and wanted framework.

CONCLUSION
As of starting 2020, we are considering Flutter as a promising choice for prototyping of
cross-platform mobile applications along with React Native, remaining our core
competence, since Flutter also reveals its flaws mainly because of short adoption time such
as map support, database integration, etc. In such cases, React Native still wins our trust
and confidence as "No Silver Bullet" in Software Engineering.


Although we are positive about the bright future of Flutter, it is still a young product and
awaiting more time-proven success globally.
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People

People are the heart

of our organization!
The more tech the world becomes, the more we must value our uniquely human skills.
Our team members are the most powerful part of the organization. It’s people all
over the world, just like one of us, who continue to power the world through ideas,
insights, innovation, collaboration, conversation, and curiosity. We make a difference
not only for our life but to the end-user clients we serve every day.

Our knowledge and advice drive businesses forward in every sector.

We hope they’ll give you a better idea of how it looks like to work here.

We love what we do here, but that’s not even the half of it!

People
The thing I want to know most is playing the
guitar. Is this the best way to impress
someone? Wearing a nice dress and having
no conflicts are a perfect way for me to start a
new day.

Self-deprecating humor is my thing.

I like being a cat with a sexy and
charming look. I remind myself every
day: “Smile and be yourself.”

A flower on my desk

Hiking 850 meters to


would be very

Son Tra mountain

surprising and sweet.

won’t risk me. But, I
prefer being a night
owl than getting up

HANG TRAN

early in the morning.

Software Test Engineer,

9 years of experience

“I would like to end

NGA le

a day at work by

Pretty Software Engineer

doing some small
chores such as
feeding my fishes

Got a job at


and watering my

DataHouse 


trees, then I read

is one of my

book and go to

accomplishments


sleep”

I feel proud of.

KHANH NGUYEN
24 years old,

Apple fan Dev Ops engineer

Ngoc phan
24 years old, Salesforce Engineer,

love gym and can’t live without coffee

If you are into sports and physical
activities, you will fi nd me at


my favorite place in the office:


Since DataHouse such a great environment to

the ping pong table.



work, you get to work on a very diverse range
of assignments. Among a talented team, I have

Here, at DataHouse, we have done

a chance to learn from experienced leaders -

mountain hikes, after-work drinks but

my project leaders and our CTO. I enjoy being

this interview is the most surprising

a team member of this funny, friendly,

thing for me *laughing*. Normally I

transparent, and supportive team a lot!


would not express myself in this funny

I feel like home here.

and friendly way, but now I do 

*laugh again*

If you have a specific area of interest or
expertise that you wish to further develop, there
is room for that at DataHouse!
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People

Minh nguyen

Boris gavrikov

chau nguyen

Software Test Engineer,


Russian, Software Engineer

A cat lover, HR intern

Being a mother of my

My wife and I enjoy living 


I am happy being with my

children (a 22 month-old

in Vietnam. 8 years of

friends. I fancy hand -

girl and another baby girl

experience in software

writing cards, not letters that

about to pop out this April) is

engineering, so it is no

are traveled with distances

the accomplishment that I

surprise that I can’t live

though *laughs* I think the

am really proud of.


without Visual 2019. I am

waiting time is

 


driven by a curiosity about

Working with my team and

how design and code

DataHouse totally

having open conversations

interact, I simply go ahead

surprised me with the

with everyone in the office

and enjoy self-learning to

on-boarding gifts and a

push my energy every day.

code in the night time.

lovely welcome

8 years of experience

quite painful.



presentation put on TV on

A snake seems to fit my
personality if I could be one.
Snakes won’t bite you unless
you try to attack them. You
know what I mean?

More surprisingly, one
interesting challenge I have
completed is eating Bun Dau
Mam Tom.

my first day at work. It
was beyond my
expectations as an intern.

People

THAO THAI

DIEP NGUYEN

Ankur Sharma

Coffee blood type, HR

Sweet Marketer

Indian, Project Manager

In a former life, I guess I

If I could be an animal, I

I am a nature lover, a

was a black pen doodler. In

would definitely be a cat.

Bollywood hip hop and

the life before that, I was a

They are intelligent and

Zouk Brazilian dancer. You

farmer cause I love trees

always look relaxed and

gonna get surprised that I

*haha*. But in this life, I am

mellow, which is pretty

can cook and do stand-up

being a mom of Ken and

much like me *haha*.


comedy at the same time.

keenly concerned about

I prefer to start my day with

Last but not least, show me

humanity. I just want to

a To-do list and make sure I

your hand, I can tell your

make the world a better

get all tasks accomplished

fortune!



workplace. 


then I can be chilling with

 



my friends and family after

“It is easier to go down a

work. Sounds “pawsome”

hill than up but the view

ha!



is much better at the top”

I fall in love with this
place and the people. 


– this quote motivates me

I was totally surprised when

I love the people at

every day. I am keen on

I was welcomed with smiles,

DataHouse and proud


inspiring people, spreading

balloons, my photos, and

to be a DataHouser.


my positive energy and

warm wishes. It was an

Our personalities are

coordinating people at

overwhelmingly beautiful

diverse, yet we get along

work; hence, I think a

birthday! Where else can

with each other and with

motivator and coordinator

you work and be reassured

DataHouse culture


would suit my role the most

you did the right thing by

very well!

in a team.

ensuring your 8 hours per
day are happy?
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loc tran

HUONG ho

thao nguyen

Not a fan of beer,


Milk tea addicted, photography

Sweetie, UI/UX Designer

Software Engineer

lover and UI/UX Designer

A bird, a bird I like to be

“Good things take time” –

What do you expect from

free, be able to fly and fly

We all know that our success

a PINK GIRL? I prefer to

everywhere I want. Isn’t it

does not always come from

end my day having all the

exciting?


luck, but rather our endeavor.

tasks done. People often

At high school, I spent a lot

Thus, preparation is the key to

compliment that I have

of time in front of a

success. I believe that patience

nice drawings and I am

computer playing games

and the attitude of never stop

flattered by that.

and I realized that IT is

trying will bring you satisfying

fascinating for me. I won the

outcomes. Stick to the process

1st Prize in IT major in tenth

and don’t skip any steps.  



colors: purple, red, pink,

grade. And, Software
Engineering is always my

I have 2 homes. I have found

passion.


2 “sisters” here, at DataHouse.

 


Believe it or not, they're both

I enjoy being among my

DataHousers (They are in the

friends (and also colleges at

picture above with me :) )

work). I like their jokes even
though it embarrasses me
sometimes. Honestly,

I am very down to know how
I look in their eyes.

I fancy dyeing my hair 5

I am afraid of chickens &
birds! aww

blue, and black.

People

HOAN HoANG

LOI TRA

Project Manager

A father of 17 months cutie Mía,

Software Engineer

I suppose many people keep on hand a few

Most of the things that I currently do

inspiring quotes to motivate themselves

and deliver are based on the

and direct them to the life they want to live.

competencies that I have gained from

I get none. But do not get me wrong - some

DataHouse assignments.


quotes are very nice and motivating, I just

Getting the opportunities to work with

prefer to live my own way, to follow what

other team members is rewarding,


my heart and mind head me *smile*


both professionally and personally.



I love having home-cooked dinner after
work and chit-chatting with my family.


Playing a role as CTO, Trinh Dang has

I do not particularly enjoy cooking but

influenced me a lot by the way he always

thankfully, my wife is a wonderful cook

pays extra attention to review


*giggling*

my code.

I have acrophobia, yes Ba Na hills is not

my thing.

Horror movies are No No.

I have accomplished my dream as I child

having traveled to the Europe (Belgium

and Holland) and visited the US.
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Work is a part of my life. When I do my
job, it is just simply that I am living my
life and enjoy it. Because I am living
my life to the fullest, I find energy
everywhere, in both hardships and
joys. And, having a strong will to live

trinh dang

with those values in the world full of

Bin's daddy, CTO

competitiveness is something I value
and practice daily.



Most of DataHousers know that

I love technology and savage AF stories.

A horse is my lunar zodiac so it has

I am an introvert (surprise?) and able to

some spiritual connections to me.

do all household chores by myself. To

Horses also stand for freedom,

be honest, I rarely go out with friends

strength, and humility - the virtues that I

and cannot live without my phone.



admire.

I have once accepted a challenge of
walking up to the 19th floor where
our office locates, and I felt great I
nailed it! On the top, having fun and
convos with my colleagues bring me
positive energy.

TUNG TRAN
Project Manager

People

I see myself as a kind and positive
person in both my personal and
professional life. I also have a high
demand for accuracy at work, I prefer
to do less with high quality.



I love spending time swimming at the
beach at the weekend. It makes me feel
refreshed, motivated, and healthier. I
believe a healthy body drives creative

NA HOANG
Pretty Accountant

thoughts. I am a movie lover, Tony Stark
is my favorite movie character. He is
kind, smart, and creative.



My happy place? 

Definitely SMART Room for a short
nap*giggling*



I enjoy hugging my 'little girlfriend'
and kissing her a thousand times.

I feel warm and connected, and it is

What do people call me? A
go-getter! 


truly the most amazing thing that I
wish I could do every day.

After a brief stint as an Accountant
major in the University, go-get I did: I
graduated with a good grade, got
married to my beloved husband, then

HUY NGUYEN

we have had a house and now I am

Servant leader,

happily carrying my 7-month old son,

Fim's Dad

Bơ, in my belly. Honestly, I cannot wait
to see him in this world.



From our corporate responsibility efforts
— where you’ll have the chance to use
your skills, knowledge, and experience
to address some of the challenges.
Better begins with you and be
recognized those who help me achieve
my goals.
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Challenges motivate me to keep learning and
developing continuously, to become a better version day
by day, as I always remind myself:

“Smooth seas don’t make a skillful sailor”.

I like working with my team at DataHouse! 

I am surprised by our young talents on how proactive
and willing to learn they are. They bring positive energy
to the whole crew and make it fun and enjoyable while
still working hard. I like working with them!

KY pham
A challenge-addicted,


Project Leader, UI/UX Designer

I am intrigued to know how my life would be in the
next 5 years, not only about my profession but also
how my kids would grow up. To me, dogs represent
my characteristics – loyal, transparent, and friendly.



It never ceases to amaze me that DataHouse has
grown up so fast within a year. We are eagle to
learn new things, we learn from each other and our
own mistakes. We accept the first time making
mistakes and strive to make it right the second time.

khoa nguyen
A champion soccer table,

COO

"Thank life every morning we wake up, we have
another day for loving" - Khalil Gibran. 

The key to my fulfilling life and success isn’t the ability
to implement code, but the challenges. Other winning
factors are my love with nature and the quality time
with my daughter and my dog, Bông.

hai tran
Aikido player, Software Engineer

hobbies
Walking through the
mother nature goes way
beyond the health rewards.
To me, the most enjoyable activity that I
had with DataHousers is the hiking trip to
Son Tra mountain. It was a beautiful
sunny day. We started at 7:00 on a
Saturday morning, and from the bottom,
we climbed up 850 meters to the
mountain. It was so much fun! Can you
imagine how wonderful it is merging
yourself into the enormous nature with
the blue ocean and sky and having your
lovable colleagues in the company?

quy ho
Software Engineer

The challenges I especially like at DataHouse are the ping-pong competition with my
colleagues and walking up the 19th floor to our office. I enjoy physical activities, a healthy
mind comes from a healthy body. I feel lucky to have some coworkers here sharing the
same interest. One of the highlights that we have at DataHouse is the monthly employee
football match. It does not only connect people but also supports our love for football
*haha*

Ly Le
Project Manager
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Co-worker, Best friend, Husband/wife
I first joined a Softech conference with

Three facts about me: I am an early bird,


my friend in 2011 and programming

I love technology and my favourite singer is

has become my passion since. The most

Eric Clapton.



emotional memory at my workplace is a
video with wishes from all of the team

Nicky and I do not have much time

members on my birthday. That time I

interacting at the office as we usually work

was on-site in the USA and the video

on different assignments. Nevertheless, at

totally touched my heart. 



home, we tend to talk a lot about
technology *laughs*


My best friend, my co-worker and my

Nicky, my wife, is a compassionate and

husband - Johnny - recommended me

pretty woman. She always takes good care

to be a part of DataHouse team. Now I

of the family members and I am thankful

am absolutely fond of my current project

every day to have her by my side.



at work together with friendly
co-workers.


Besides, Nicky is a workaholic. But

Being a couple at home while being

DataHousers treasure family values -


colleagues at work gives us a nice

Have you heard about our policy of


feeling that one person is always there

family holidays?

for the other.

JOhnny (PHUC) BUI
NICKY (NA) NGO
Rio’s mom,

Software Engineer

Rio’s dad,

Software Engineer

Family

Being a father is not easy but it is the most
rewarding thing I have ever wished for.

Being a father is not easy but it is the
most rewarding thing I have ever had. If
you get annoyed easily by your kids
when they ask too many questions, you
may not be ready to be a dad *laughs*.
Words cannot express how much I love
my sons. I love playing with them, acting
as their favorite movie character, and

NHAT NGUYEN
Catholic, Passionate in programming
A family person, Software Engineer

making up stories to fulfill my children's
imagination. Sometimes, I tell them
once-upon-a-time stories to teach them
about our ancestors and how to be a

I found my passion for programming in 1996

good person.



when I first saw a computer and practiced EMS
Doc Operation System in my IT class. Now I

My wife and I cooperate side by side to

am cheerful every day to work in my dream

build the family. Every morning, I drive

job as a Software Architect. 



my kids to school before going to work
and she picks them up in the afternoon.

After a long day at work, I love going home on

Every evening, I check their homework

time to spend time with my family. I mean,

then my wife makes their bed and

good quality of time.



ensures they brush their teeth. I see
myself as a strict dad to them. My wife is

I have 2 boys. The oldest one was named after

a teacher and a thoughtful woman, I

my grandfather, Khoi Nguyen, and the second

trust her completely in bringing up our

one’s middle name was named after mine,

children. We have been happily married

Nhat Nguyen. It would be wonderful if Khoi

for 8 years and still counting!

Nguyen becomes a Priest when he grows up, I
think he is potential. Oh have I mentioned I
am a Catholic?
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Internship Program
One of our Corporate social responsibilities is creating opportunities for young people: train
and grow with them. With the focus on training, our internship program gives the interns
real-life experience of the field they hope to embark on their careers. And, continuous
opportunities to become official employees!

Junior Marketing Engineer

HR Intern

Software Engineer Intern

I have always wanted to
become a marketer at a
young, people-oriented,
English speaking
environment, and
DataHouse is the ideal
place for me. After 3
months of learning many
new things that I never
learn from my university
like how to communicate
with people in a
professional setting and
work on real-industrial
assignments, I’m so happy
to finally become a junior
marketing engineer.


For me, DataHouse is not
only a working place but
also a home. Honestly,
during my time working as
an HR intern at DataHouse
was one of the most
precious memories which l
will always keep in mind. 



I really appreciate the way
they invest in the young
people, my leader also
gives me a lot of advice on
my career path

DIep Nguyen

Xoan Le

Vu Duong

Internship

Software Engineer Intern

Hieu Tran

HR Intern

Chau Nguyen
It was an amazing experience giving me a
deeper insight into the software industry
and also allowing me to meet some
inspiring people who have given me the
opportunity to further my career.

I chose DataHouse because of the culture. I
feel like HOT (Honest, Open and
Transparent) really fit my personality.
Besides, I want to be SMART (Staying
focused, Motivated, getting A scores,
Respecting people and earning their Respect
and also, I love Teamwork).

HR Intern

Phuong Nguyen
At DataHouse, I was empowered to express
Software Engineer Intern
my creativity, to learn and work as a part of
the company.

Phuc Nguyen

It is so great to work for the company that
truly cares for employees. There is always
someone gives me a helping hand when
needed.
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Danang Soccer
Software Company
Championship
DSC Championship (Da Nang Software Company
Championship) is a friendly football tournament for
employees of technology and software companies in
Danang City.


Co-organized by three companies: AgilityIO, Axon
Active Vietnam & DataHouse, to create a healthy and
rewarding playground for the community of software
companies in Danang.


Starting with the aim of arousing the passion for
football, DSC Championship has created a
playground for friendship in the software industry.
Hence, players and fans enjoy the moments of
excitement and reduce stress after work.


With a squad of young and competent players, 2019
was the first time the DataHouse team participated in
the DSC championship. The weapons we bring to the
game, a positive spirit and fair play have contributed
to the most thrilling and dramatic matches.
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Techshare

Knowledge alone is not power. The sharing
of our knowledge, is when knowledge
becomes powerful.


Organizing workshops and learning events
for the community is one of our ways to add
positive values to the local society. Our first
Techshare event was hosted for all techies in
town to acquire tech knowledge and thrive
in their careers.


We have welcomed 20+ talented software
engineers, business analysts, and project
managers in Danang to our office. During
the Techshare, the attendees had a chance
to fuel their minds with ERP-CRM platforms
and GO programming language
knowledge delivered by experienced
software engineers and experts.

With his lodestar: "The more you are good
at English, the happier we are", Than Dao
has always dreamed of building a free
English learning application for all people. 

Back in 2017, he launched the website
studyenglishtoday.org which helps students
learn English by taking dictation.


As technical engineers, we don’t have to
become teachers to help the world smarter.
Receiving numerous appreciation and
feedback from students, Than decided to
develop a mobile app versio with some
highlighting features:

Providing a variety of audio topics from the
basic to advanced level.

Acquiring vocabulary related to the audios
which help learners deeply understand their
meaning in different contexts.

Having access to Knowledge-library with
basic grammar, synonyms, and common
phrases in conversation.

English RIO

Techshare

Society

Smart City Seminar with Korean
companies & Danang companies

While Da Nang is planning to become a
‘smart city’ by 2030, South Korea has been
at the leading edge of efforts to pioneer
innovation-led urban hubs in Asia. Though
Danang city has attracted numerous
Korean travelers, there is not much
collaboration and connections between
Vietnam in the IT field.


Therefore, we collaborated with Srpost to
create a bridge that fosters the connection
and mutual learning between enterprises
from two nations.


Under the theme “Case Studies, Latest
Technology Trends of Intelligent
e-Government, and Smart City System”, the
seminar drew the participation of over 50
delegates, including about 30 both
international delegates, senior leaders of
the government and leaders of leading

enterprises, technology corporations of
Danang as well as 20 Korean IT companies
and technological experts.


With the adoption of artificial intelligence
(AI), the Internet of things, and Big Data,
Danang government could utilize these
modern technological solutions to tackle
the current issues of the city: including
optimizing traffic flows in real-time,
reducing energy consumption, detecting
alterations in air and water quality,
automating waste management, and
allowing cities to function more efficiently.


Managing Partner of DataHouse Asia - Huy
Nguyen shared about Smart Parking. This
innovative solution plays a critical role in
improving parking space utilization,
reducing management costs, and
alleviating traffic congestion.
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Thank you
We would like to thank all who in one way or another contributed to making the
S19 magazine happen. Thanks for all writers, contributors and our team,

your inspiration has made a significant contribution in turning the manuscript into

a magazine. Furthermore, we are deeply thankful to the design team who helped us
shape the magazine, your effort made the stunning design.

Hope you enjoy the magazine!


